AGENDA

Odysseyware® digital curriculum in a blended environment.
Anaheim, CA | Friday, March 24, 2017

7:30-8:15 Registration
8:15-9:15 Keynote
9:15- 9:50 Blended Learning: Shaken not Stirred...How Districts Across the Nation are Using Odysseyware to Shake up Their Learning! | Tiffany Hicks | Theater

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
10:00 to 10:45 Round One
Blended Strategies for Alternative Education | Michele Williams-George | Theater
Customization – Explore the Limitless Boundaries of the OW Customization Tools! | Tiffany Hicks | Rose Banquet Hall
Short on teaching staff? There’s a turn-key solution for that! | Tosha Vogel | Ballroom

10:45 to 11:00 Morning Break
Snacks & beverages

11:00 to 11:45 Round Two
Teaching to the Edges? Reaching and Teaching ALL Learners, including SPED Students! | Tiffany Hicks & Tosha Vogel | Theater
Maintain the Rigor for Your ELLs with Odysseyware! | Kaycee Williams | Rose Banquet Hall
Transitioning to Blended Instruction | Michele Williams-George | Ballroom

11:45 to 12:30 Round Three
The Art of Digital Teaching | Joel Ramirez | Theater
Develop the Future of Blended Learning Education | Julie Bai | Rose Banquet Hall
Blended, Customized, & the Real World | Michele Williams-George & Tosha Vogel | Ballroom

LUNCH 12:30 to 1:30
Table Topic Gatherers – Join the conversation!
CTE | A to G | New to Odysseyware | Large District | Rural District | ELL

1:30 to 2:00 Student Gallery Walk
To be announced

2:00 to 2:45 Model District
To be announced

2:45 to 3:00 Closing Session
Your Odysseyware Team – Jordan, Marcia, Jesse, Courtney, Kaycee, Nikki

California | Texas | North Carolina | Oregon | Arizona | Georgia
www.odysseyware.com/events/learning-summits
Session Description

Competency Based Education in a Blended Environment

Competency Based Education is resurfacing in popularity due to the demands of career-based needs, but also the technical tools enabling educators to personalize learning. Often, the implementation of technology tools overlook the benefits for teachers to design programs that benefit their special populations, including language learners. This presentation explores a brief history of Competency Based Education, Personalized Learning in an urban setting, and the research behind Blended Learning. The presentation will also explore how school leaders are adhering to INACOL standards of digital technology, and various classroom methodologies teachers used for differentiation within the technology environment targeting the language learner.

Blended Learning: Shaken not Stirred...How Districts Across the Nation are Using Odysseyware to Shake up Their Learning!

Everyone is taste-testing Blended Learning, but what are the essential ingredients for success? And which models are featured on the Blended Learning Menu? Learn what works and what doesn’t, as well as ways Odysseyware spices up all models and gets rave reviews! Top off your Blended Learning tasting with an appetizer of the SAMR model! Bon appetit!

Concurrent Session Round One
Blended Strategies for Alternative Education

Get a closer look at the different models of Blended Learning and what they look like in the classroom. We will focus on incorporating Blended Learning in Alternative Education like credit recovery and independent study. You will have time to discuss your own program structure, how you might adjust it and to begin integrating blended strategies.

Customization – Explore the limitless boundaries of the OW Customization Tools!

The multi-tiered approach to customization in Odysseyware truly does allow you to reach and teach every student in your classroom! Whether you want to create individualized learning paths or you are ready to customize courses and author your own content, Odysseyware provides a full suite of customization tools! Experience hands-on opportunities to author and share your own content!

Short on teaching staff? There’s a turn-key solution for that!

Discover the best way to take advantage of the excellent Odysseyware digital curriculum and highly qualified teachers when you have unplanned absences, open positions, or specialized certification needs. Odysseyware Academy and Academic Services provides instructional support and services to meet your needs. This is your chance to get all the information about a program to address teacher shortages and retain students needing more scheduling flexibility.

Concurrent Session Round Two
Teaching to the Edges? Reaching and Teaching ALL Learners, including SPED Students!

Tiffany Hicks and Tosha Vogel | Odysseyware digital curriculum and Odysseyware Academy

How can OW help you “teach to the edges” and meet the needs of all learners, including your SPED students! Learn the most popular tools and tips for supporting SPED students, including adding in teacher scaffolds and notes and creating your own modified and customized content!

Maintain the rigor for your English Language Learners with Odysseyware!

Discover the embedded language acquisition supports in all our 300+ courses and how best to use these to keep your ELL students on track with their peers. Your ELL students will thrive knowing they can do the same course work as their friends and have all the at-the-ready, infinitely patient across the four domains of listening, reading, speaking and writing.

Blended, Customized, and Real World

Answer the question - If the purpose of CTE is to provide students with real-life, workplace information and experience, how can Odysseyware fulfill that goal in a way that is specific to the region where it is being used and incorporating blended learning? Come see how Sutter County is doing it with STREAM Grant funding.

Concurrent Session Round Three
The Art of Digital Teaching Professional Development Course Sneak Peek

Get an exclusive preview of the new digital teaching course from Odysseyware.

Develop the Future of Blended Learning Education – Participate in the development process for the next generation offering from Odysseyware®

Be the first to get a behind the scenes tour AND participate in the development of our new, easier to use platform for teachers and students – Odysseyware® Classrooms. Join Julie Bai, Odysseyware Senior Product Manager of Platforms, in an interactive session to share your experience, perspective and ideas to help design this next generation product.

Transitioning to Blended Instruction

Learn how Odysseyware will help you envision and create a blended environment for your school site(s). Using The Blended Way, Odysseyware partners with you to build a customized roadmap that helps you refine your goals and objectives, integrate work you’ve already done, build the capacity of your teachers, overcome potential barriers, and create an implementation timeline.